Beer Filtration
Filtration Technology

Filtration with depth filter sheets and support sheets

Filtration with stacked disc cartridges

Filtration with depth filter cartridges and membrane filter cartridges
Filtration with filter aids

Stabilization products
BECOPAD single stage or multistage
Pressure tank
Flash pasteurization / bottling or cold sterile filtration

Combination filtration

Membrane filtration

Trap filtration with depth filter cartridges
Product Overview

Storage and maturing:
- BECOSOL™ 30
- BECOSORB®
- Divergan® F

Filter aids:
- BECOGUR™
- BECOLITE™
- BECOCEL™
- BECOFLOC®
- BECO® FilterAid

Stabilization:
- BECOSORB
- Divergan® F
- Divergan® RS

Depth filter cartridges:
- BECO PROTECT® PG
  for filtering water
- BECO PROTECT KM
  for filtering steam
- BECO MEMBRAN H
  for filtering inert gas

Stacked disc cartridges:
- BECODISC®
- BECODISC BS

Precoat filtration:
- BECO ENDURA® support sheets

BECOPAD® depth filter media range:
In all grades from coarse to sterile filtration

BECO standard filter sheet range:
In all grades from coarse to sterile filtration

Divergan® is a registered trademark of BASF
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**Plate and frame filters:**
BECO COMPACT™ PLATE 600

**Stacked disc cartridge housings:**
BECO INTEGRA® DISC

**Filter cartridge housings:**
BECO INTEGRA CART

**Measuring instruments:**
BECO MAX,
BECO Control Mini
BECO LiquiControl

Plate and frame filters, housings, measuring instruments, and various auxiliary products round off the program and support your process.